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A General Method to Couple Prior Distributions
Yiding Liu, M.S.
University of Pittsburgh, 2021
There is a lot of statistic models based on marginal distribution and joint distribution rela-
tionships. Such statistical models are widely used in medicine, biology, finance, etc. Many modern
medical datasets contain observations from multiple time points and treatment conditions. Adap-
tive shrinkage, a general method to estimate marginal prior distributions, has been developed to
analyze such data for a single time point or condition, few method has been developed to analyze
joint distribution for different time points or different conditions. The reason is mainly because the
difficulty of constructing multi-dimensional prior distributions with dependent variables. A few
Bayes’ methods can be applied to these type data. Although, it is non-trivial and difficult to esti-
mate joint distribution directly, we can easily estimate marginal prior distributions separately. In
this thesis, I develop a simple, general and straightforward method to couple prior distributions for
multi-dimensional genetic effects. The main goal is to research the relationship between the sign of
effect of a phenotype at different time points. I couple prior distributions to model joint distribution
and estimate parameters at multiple time points. Copula Estimation described from Copula Theory
and Its Applications provides a parametric copula inference method for my estimation. I construct
a model and develop a method to couple prior distributions to estimate my parameters at multiple
time points by deriving useful expressions, applying R language for data simulations, and using
maximum likelihood estimation. I simulate data from both the real copula model and multivariate
normal distribution. The true model performs better in estimating the parameters. This copula
model successfully bridge the gap between joint distribution and dependent marginal distributions.
There is still more room to improve my copula model.
Keywords: Copula, Couple Prior Distributions, Dependent Variables, Bayes’ Methods, Maxi-
mum Likelihood Estimation, Marginal Distribution.
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Preface
I am inspired by the data about the effect of a phenotype on DNA methylation. In my
thesis, my goal is to research the relationship between the sign of effect of a phenotype at different
time points. I develop a method to couple prior distributions to construct a joint distribution and
estimate parameters in my model. I use a couple model to estimate marginal distributions first and
then construct joint distribution with dependent marginal distributions. I simulate data to estimate
parameters using maximum likelihood estimation, compare two set of simulations to evaluate my
model, and propose a method to optimize limitations to improve my model. Meanwhile, I’d like
to show my respect and thanks to my advisor Dr.Chris McKennan who helps me a lot and gives
me such a golden change to finish my thesis. I also appreciate all the researchers who provided me
with existing works about my thesis.
vii
1.0 Introduction
Marginal distributions and joint distribution are important in statistical model because
many modern real datasets are consist of observations from multiple time points and variable con-
ditions. Many current methods are developed to analyze such data for a single marginal distribution
or condition, very few methods were invented to analyze the joint distribution, especially for de-
pendent variables. Previous studies showed it was non-trivial to estimate joint distribution directly.
I tried to find a general method to copula prior distributions and built a copula model to estimate
parameters in different simulations to bridge the gap between joint distribution and dependent
marginal distributions. Inspired from the effect of a phenotype on DNA methylation at birth and
age 7. My goal is to research the relationship between the sign of effect of a phenotype at different
time points. I couple prior distributions to construct joint distribution and estimate parameters at
multiple time points. There are several related existing work, such as Adaptive shrinkage ([9])
and Copula Theory and Its Applications ([7]). Adaptive Shrinkage is a general method to estimate
marginal prior distributions but not flexible enough to jointly model the effect of a phenotype on
DNA methylation at birth and age 7. It is mainly because Adaptive Shrinkage ([9]) assumes the
effect of interest βg as a scalar vector to model marginal distributions, not a vector. But I take
the effect of interest βg as a vector to model joint distribution. The Copula Estimation ([7]) pro-
vides a parametric copula inference method for i.i.d random sample and uses maximum likelihood
methods.
A copula is a multivariate cumulative distribution function for which to describe the depen-
dence between random variables. Copulas are popular in high-dimensional statistical applications
as they allow one to easily model and estimate the distribution of random vectors by estimating
marginals and copulas separately. I assume independent unimodal distributions for the effect of
interest, propose a general method to couple prior distributions, and use maximum likelihood esti-
mation to estimate my parameters in two sets of simulating data.
The thesis is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses several related existing work, like
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Adaptive shrinkage, Copula Estimation and Copula model application. These existing works lay
a solid starting point for my thesis and inspire me to figure out a general method to couple prior
distributions. My copula model is inspired from the effect of a phenotype on DNA methylation at
multiple time points. Section 3 lists some assumptions and describes how to couple prior distribu-
tions and construct the copula model. Section 4 discusses applying my estimator in two different
cases after we build the copula model. Section 5.1 to 5.4 consider two sets simulating data to
estimate parameters, one is simulating data from the true model, another is simulating data from
multivariate normal distribution directly. These two different simulations lead to different results
judging from R outcomes. Section 5.5 compares two simulations to understand the advantages
of the general method to couple prior distributions. Section 6 discusses limitations of my copula




There are several existing works about copula model. Adaptive Shrinkage described ([9])
is an empirical bayesian approach for marginal prior distributions. In this paper, the authors pro-
vide a general method to estimate marginal prior distributions, assume the distribution of effects is
unimodal, and use effect sizes and standard errors to summarize each measurement. This method
assumes the effect of interest βg as a scalar to model marginal distributions, thus It has limitation
on modeling joint distribution. Another important existing work that I utilized in my study is the
Copula Estimation ([7]). In this book, they provide several different methods about estimation
procedures for copula model, especially parametric copula inference method for i.i.d random sam-
ple with dependent marginal distributions. It also uses maximum likelihood method to estimate
parameters.”DNA Methylation” ([5]) has a good introduction about DNA methylation. It is this
paper which gives me a strong interest about the motivating data, intriguing me to research the
effect of a phenotypes on DNA methylation at different time points. The copula model is widely
used in different fields, see publication ”On Modeling Insurance Claims Using Copulas” ([4]). It is
a very useful tool to couple marginal distributions for getting an estimator of the joint distribution.
3
3.0 Problem Setup
Suppose we measure the expression of p genes to understand the relationship between
gene expression and d phenotypes. Let g ∈ {1, . . . , p} index gene and j ∈ {1, . . . , d} index phe-
notype, For gene expression: I expect p is 104 and d is small (≤ 5) while p represent gene and d
represent multiple time points, there will be not too much time points for the effect of a phenotype
on DNA methylation. I also define βg to be the effect of a phenotype on DNA methylation and
β̂g =
(
β̂g1, . . . , β̂gd
)T
is the Ordinary least squares(OLS) estimator for βg, the effect of a phenotype
on the expression of gene g at different times. Assuming that Vg ∈ Rd×d is the variance of β̂g. Be-
cause in linear regression model β̂g = (XT X)−1XT Yg and Vg = σ2g(X
T X)−1, X is designed matrix. I
assume V̂g is the estimator for Vg because Central limit theorem and Slutsky’s theorem, and β̂g is
the Ordinary least squares estimator for βg. Both are observed in my model.




, g ∈ {1, . . . , p} (1a)
βg | h(·) ∼ h(βg), g ∈ {1, . . . , p} (1b)
βg j | h j(·) ∼ h j(βg j), g ∈ {1, . . . , p}; j ∈ {1, . . . , d} (1c)
h j(·) | π j ∼
K∑
k=−K
π jk f jk (·) , (1d)
where h j(·) is a general prior for βg j and f jk is a simple and known density function. If k > 0,the
f jk is a distribution greater than 0; if k < 0,the f jk is a distribution smaller than 0; if k = 0,the f j0
is the point mass at 0. In my thesis, since f jk is a simple and known density function with such
properties, I suppose to use the half normal distribution with known variance.
Similar to ([9]), I assume f jk(x):
f jk(x) = HN≥0(x; 0, σ2jk) j ∈ {1, . . . , d}; k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}




x2)1{x ≥ 0} is the density of the positive half-normal
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distribution (the positive half of N(0, σ2jk)). We will assume the hyperparameters σ
2
jk is known and







for known σ2jk. For
now f jk is known, I only need to derive π jk and it’s obvious that we can easily estimate π1, . . . ,πd
with ([9]), therefore, I assume that I can observe these in my model:
• β̂g: the estimate for βg, effect of a phenotype on DNA methylation
• Vg: the variance of β̂g is known.
• f jk for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and k ∈ {−K, . . . ,K}: The non-negative and non-positive density
functions used to parametrize the prior for βg j.
• π1, . . . ,πd: The mixture weights that define the marginal priors for different phenotypes.
My primary goal is to determine the relationship between the sign of the effects βg at









. The latter will allow us to perform inference on the
joint distribution of βg. We are particularly interested in being able to do inference on the signs of




{βg j, βg j′ > 0} ∪ {βg j, βg j′ < 0} | β̂g,Vg, h
)
, g ∈ {1, . . . , p}; j, j′ ∈ {1, . . . , d}
The probability that the effect at two time points j and j
′




{βg1, . . . , βgd > 0} ∪ {βg1, . . . , βgd < 0} | β̂g,Vg, h
)
, g ∈ {1, . . . , p}





βg j > 0, βg j′ ≤ 0 | β̂g,Vg, h
)
, g ∈ {1, . . . , p}; j, j′ ∈ {1, . . . , d}
The probability that the effect of a single gene at two time points j and j
′
on DNA methylation are
different. The effect is positive at time j and negative or 0 at time j
′
.
3.1 Modelling the Relationship between h and h1, . . . , hd




. h j(·) specify
the marginal prior distribution for βg j. Estimating these amounts to estimating the prior weights
π1, . . . ,πd and can be easily done using ([9]). The function h : Rd → R is the multivariate prior
density for βg. While we have not specified the functional form for h, we know that its jth marginal
must be h j. That is






h (x1, . . . , xd) dx1 · · · dx j−1dx j+1 · · · dxd, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
Therefore, I propose constructing h using a copula model.
Recall that the primary inferential goal is to understand the relationship between the signs
of βg1, . . . , βgd. Define the random variable zg j to be:
zg j | π j ∼ Categorical
(
{−K,−K + 1, . . . ,K};π j
)
, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
P
(
zg j = k | π j
)
= π jk, k ∈ {−K,−K + 1, . . . ,K}; j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Then the prior pr(βg j | h j) can be expressed as
βg j | zg j ∼ f jzg j(βg j)
zg j | π j ∼ Categorical
(
{−K,−K + 1, . . . ,K};π j
)
.
Note that zg j encodes the sign of βg j. Assuming the magnitude and sign of βg j are independent,
if zg j < 0, then βg j < 0 (and vice-versa), since our goal is to perform inference on the signs of
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βg1, . . . , βgd. I make following assumption:
pr
(







βg j | zg j
)
. (2)
That is, once we know the signs and expected magnitudes of βg1, . . . , βgd, βg1, . . . , βgd are indepen-










zg1, . . . , zgd
)
dzg1 · · · dzgd. (3)
Therefore, I only need to model the dependence between the categorical (i.e. multinomial) random
variables zg1, . . . , zgd to specify the prior for βg. One way to do this would be to construct a copula
model to specify the prior for βg.
3.2 Constructing the Copula Model
A copula is a way of modelling the dependence between random variables given the
marginal distributions of each random variable. I suggest looking at ([6, pages 1-12]) for an intro-
duction to copula modelling, and ([8]) for an in-depth look at copulas applied to categorical (i.e.
multinomial) data. Given the modelling assumption in (2) and the resulting prior in (3), I need to
use a copula to model the dependence between zg1, . . . , zgd, specifically, let zg =
(
zg1, . . . , zgd
)T
.
Let Nd(0,R) be the multivariate normal distribution with correlation matrixR ∈ Rd×d, and define
x j(−K) < · · · < x j(K−1)
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to be a partition of R that act as cut points in a latent variable. Note that x j(−K), . . . , x j(K−1) are
uniquely determined by π j. A normal copula model assumes for the latent vector wg,
wg =
(
wg1, . . . ,wgd
)T
| R ∼ Nd(0,R), g ∈ {1, . . . , p}
zg j | π j = −K1{wg j ≤ x j(−K)} + K1{wg j > x jK} +
K−1∑
k=−K+1
k1{x jk < wg ≤ x j(k+1)}
R12, . . . ,R(d−1),d
i.i.d
∼ U[−1, 1]1{R  0}.
I can either estimate R using MLE (this will be time consuming given the constraints on the
problem) or sample from the posterior with MCMC. I assume Model (1) is true and Assumption
(2) holds. I assume the following, which are standard when modelling genetic data:
• f j0 = δ0, which is the point mass at 0.
• For k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, f jk(−x) = f j(−k)(x) = 0 for all x ≥ 0. That is, f jk is the density of a positive
random variable and f j(−k) is the density of a negative random variable.
• The marginal h j(·) is symmetric around 0. That is, f jk(x) = f j(−k)(−x) for x ≥ 0 and π jk = π j(−k)
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
Now, the first step is to derive expressions the following assuming f jk(x) = HN≥0(x; 0, σ2jk).
That will be used in my simulations part:
pr
(





wg1 | β̂g,Vg,wg2, . . . ,wgd
)
(5)




4.1 Starting With the Simple Case
I define d = 2 index time points and K = 1 index the upper bound for k as the simple
case. My primary goal is to determine the relationship between the sign of effects of βg1, . . . , βgd,
and we know βg j is decided by zg j and zg j is decided by wg j in my copula model. I assume the
correlation coefficient for wg j and wg j′ is ρ. I need to derive likelihood function first and then use
maximum likelihood estimation to estimate my parameter ρ to maximize log-likelihood function.











k = 1 means zg j | π j ∼ Categorical
(
{−1, 0, 1};π j
)
, j ∈ {1, 2} and π j is a length-3 vector
and represents probabilities for zg j = {−1, 0, 1} for j ∈ {1, 2}.




























Where I = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (0, −1), (1, 0), (1, 1), (1, −1), (−1, 0), (−1, 1), (−1, −1)}
  When zg = (0, 0), it means βg1 = 0 and βg2 = 0
  When zg = (0, 1), it means βg1 = 0 and βg2 > 0
  When zg = (0, −1), it means βg1 = 0 and βg2 < 0
  When zg = (1, 0), it means βg1 > 0 and βg2 = 0
  When zg = (1, 1), it means βg1 > 0 and βg2 > 0
  When zg = (1, −1), it means βg1 > 0 and βg2 < 0
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When zg = (−1, 0), it means βg1 < 0 and βg2 = 0
When zg = (−1, 1), it means βg1 < 0 and βg2 > 0
When zg = (−1,−1), it means βg1 < 0 and βg2 < 0
In order to obtain the likelihood function. My first goal is to derive the probabilities
P
(
zg j | ρ
)
which is a length-9 vector because each zg j can be chosen from {−1, 0, 1}. In my thesis.
I set bounds for each truncated normal distribution and integratewg to get 9 different probabilities
for P
(
zg j | ρ
)




. I combine bivariate normal distribution, half
normal distribution, complete square transformation, and Expression(4) to obtain corresponding
likelihoods for 9 different scenarios because zg can be chosen from set I in which contain 9 different
vectors. Then I iterate the same processes for each gene from 1 to p to get the final likelihood
function and apply one dimensional optimization function in R to estimate the parameter ρ.
4.2 More General Case
I define d > 2 and K > 1 as the general case. d will be a little bit larger(≤ 5), but d can not
be to much large because it represents multiple time points. d meanswg, zg,βg are vectors contain
























1 ρ12 · · · ρ1d
ρ21











K > 1 means zg j | π j ∼ Categorical
(
{−K,−K + 1, . . . ,K};π j
)
, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} has larger
upper bound and lower bound. The π j is a length-(2K + 1) vector and represents probabilities for
zg j = {−K,−K + 1, . . . ,K} for j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
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In order to obtain the likelihood function, my first goal is to derive the probabilities of
P
(
zg j | ρ
)
which is a length-(2K + 1)d vector because each zg j can be chosen from {−K, . . . ,K}. In
the general case, I set more bounds for each truncated normal distribution and integrate wg to get
(2K + 1)d different probabilities in P
(
zg j | ρ
)





zg has (2K + 1)d different chosen vectors. I use multivariate normal distribution, truncated normal
and Expression(4) to obtain corresponding likelihoods for different scenarios. It is really hard to
estimate correlation matrix R with MLE because it’s hard to guarantee the correlation matrix R is a
a positive semidefinite matrix when I assume all parameters from a uniform distribution. For more
general case, I propose to use MCMC to estimate correlation matrix R.
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5.0 Simulations
5.1 First Set of Simulations in the Simple Case
I simulate data from the true model to estimate the parameter in a simple case when d = 2
index two different times, K = 1. The true model here refers to the copula model When I couple
prior distributions .
(1) I set a correlation coefficient ρ∗ in variance of β̂g: Vg = 1n
 1 ρ∗ρ∗ 1
 n = 100 is the sample
size, p = 10000 is the number of genes.
(2) Then I can assume ρ∗ ∼ U[0, 0.5] because I have proved Vg is known. I also assume standard
deviation for βg1 and βg2 are 0.2.
(3) I assume the correlation for wg1 and wg1 is ρ and simulate data as follows:
(i) I can draw wg1 and wg2 from a bivariate normal distribution with mean ~02 and variance
1 ρρ 1

(ii) I will draw zg1 and zg2 based on the relationship between zg1 and wg1, and zg2 and wg2.
(iii) I will draw βg1 and βg2 from truncated normal distribution because zg1 and zg2 encode the sign
of βg1 and βg2.
(iv) I enable to draw β̂g from a bivariate normal distribution with mean βg and variance Vg.
(4) I iterate 100 times to obtain 100 data sets and obtain βg and Vg for β̂g in each data set. My goal
is to estimate the parameter ρ in the copula model.
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5.2 Plots and Interpretation
I choose three different ρ ∈ {0, 0.5, 0.75, 1} to estimate the parameter ρ. For ρ = 0, 0.5, 0.75,
I obtain the histograms of estimators for ρ as follows:
Figure 1: Histogram for ρ(0) Figure 2: Histogram for ρ(0.5)
Figure 3: Histogram for ρ(0.75)
It’s obvious that when ρ = 0, estimators for ρ mass around 0 from above plots. When
ρ = 0.5, 0.75, estimators for ρ mass around 0.5 and 0.77. That is good to show estimators for ρ is
very close to the initialized ρ. But when ρ = 1, all estimators for ρ is equal to 1. That means when
latent variable wg1 = wg2, the sign of the effect of βg1 and βg2 are the same. This data simulation in
my copula model is flexible enough for all scenarios when initialized ρ is equal from -1 to 1. The
copula model works well in simple case.
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I find the estimators for ρ is very close to our expectation when we set a initialized corre-
lation ρ.
5.3 Second Set of Simulations in the Simple Case
For the second set of simulations in the simple case. I would change the simulation proce-
dures to test the generality of my estimator.
(1) I also set a correlation coefficient ρ∗ in variance of β̂g: Vg = 1n
 1 ρ∗ρ∗ 1
 n = 100 is the
sample size, p = 10000 is the number of genes.
(2) Then I can assume ρ∗ ∼ U[0, 0.5] because I have proved Vg is known. I also assume standard
deviation for βg1 and βg2 are 0.2.
The difference begin with here
(3) I draw βg from the following model: βg ∼ π0δ(0, 0) + (1 − π0) N2




Where τ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1} is the correlation coefficient for βg1 and βg2, π0 = 0.7.
(4) I simulate 100 data sets and observe 10000 β̂g and 10000 Vg for 10000 βg in each data set. My
goal is to estimate the parameter ρ in the second set of simulating data.
5.4 Plots and Interpretation
I choose three different τ ∈ {0, 0.5, 1} to estimate the parameters. For τ = 0, 0.5, I obtain
the histograms of estimators for ρ as follows:
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Figure 4: Histogram for τ(0) Figure 5: Histogram for τ(0.5)
It’s obvious that when τ = 0, estimators for ρ mass around 0. When τ = 0.5, estimators for 
ρ mass around 1. That is too much high and not consistent with my true model. But when τ = 1, all 
estimators for ρ is equal to 1 again. That means when the effect of βg1, βg2 are the same, the 
estimators for ρ also supports the effect sign of βg1, βg2 are the same.
The estimators for ρ when τ = 0 and τ = 1 performs well in the second set of simulating 
data, but not make sense when τ = 0.5. Now I will explore why the second set of simulations 
model does not work well when τ = 0.5. We know the contour of bivariate normal distribution 
when correlation coefficient is 0.5 looks like below:
15
Figure 6: Contour for bivariate normal distribution with correlation(0.5)
When τ = 0.5, estimators for ρ is too much large in the second set of simulating data. It 
means the second set of simulations model is less complicated and not flexible for all scenarios. 
That is because when τ = 0.5, the contour of bivariate normal distribution is a rotate ellipse in level 
sets and the region in the first and third quadrants is larger than the region in the second and fourth 
quadrant. That means the effect size of the first and third quadrants respect to the noise is much 
larger than the effect size of the second and fourth quadrants. We will have more power to observe 
βg from the first and third quadrants with same sign since these regions have a  larger effect size 
than other two quadrants. βg1 and βg2 will be both positive or negative. The correlation between
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them will be positive all the time. That is why the estimators for ρ in second set of simulating data
is larger than 0.5 or even close to 1 When τ = 0.5. We will need a larger sample size If we want to
observe the effects βg from the second and fourth quadrants. It will violate the reality If we set a
larger sample size.
5.5 Comparison of the Two Simulations
I find estimators for ρ are nearly the same in the true model and the second set of simulating
data when ρ = 0 and ρ = 1 for the first set of simulations and τ = 0 and τ = 1 for the second set of
simulations. When τ = 0.5 or some values between -1 and 1, the estimators for ρ in the true model
is more accurate than the second set of simulating data. That means the second set of simulating
data only works for some special τ values while the true model is more flexible to work for all
possible ρ values. That is mainly because when the τ chosen from -1 to 1 and is not equal to 0.
Take τ = 0.5 as an example, the contour of bivariate normal distribution is a 45° rotate ellipse in
level sets and the effect size of the first and third quadrants respect to the noise is much larger than
the effect size of the second and fourth quadrants.We will have more power to observe βg from the
first and third quadrants with same sign of effect since these regions have a larger effect size than
other two quadrants. The final estimators for ρ will be larger and close to 1 in the second set of
simulating data. We will not encounter such problem if we draw βg from the true model.
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6.0 Discussion and Future Direction
My copula Model works well and conclusion make sense in the simple case. There is 
still a lot of limitations I can optimize to improve my model. Firstly, my two set of simulations 
only focus on the simple case where K = 1 and d = 2, but I don’t consider the general scenario 
where d > 2 and K > 1. I need to figure out a more general estimator for the more general case. 
Secondly, although I use MLE to estimate parameters in the simple case, it is really difficult to 
derive likelihood function when d > 2 and K > 1 and use maximum likelihood estimation to 
estimate all parameters in correlation matrix. I need to use another method to estimate correlation 
R for more general studying.
My model becomes more complicated and latent variable wg will transfer from bivariate 
normal distribution to multivariate normal distribution when d > 2 and K > 1. It is difficult to esti-
mate R with MLE because it’s hard to guarantee the correlation matrix R is a a positive 
semidefinite matrix when I assume all parameters from a uniform distribution. My goal is to 
determine the re-lationship between sign of the effect βg at different time. I propose to use MCMC 
to estimate R.
Step 1: I initialize a correlation matrix R.
Step 2: I generate zg based on the same assumption we made in copula model.
That is zg j | π j ∼ Categorical
(
{−K,−K + 1, . . . ,K};π j
)
, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, g ∈ {1, . . . , p}, p =
10000 is the number of genes.
Step 3: I use truncated normal distribution to draw wg given zg.
That is wg j | zg j ∼ T N(0,R, {x jk, x j(k+1)}), g ∈ {1, . . . , p}, k ∈ {−K, . . . ,K}. Where x jk and x j(k+1) are
bounds in truncated normal distribution.
Step 4: I use Wishart distribution to draw the inverse of a new covariance matrix.












. Where R0 is the new covariance and δ is a small
number equal to 0.01, p = 10000 is the number of genes.







Step 6: I take R∗n as the new correlation matrix and plug it into the step 1 and iterate m times from
the step 2 to step 6.
Step 7: I generated m correlation matrices R∗1, . . . ,R
∗
m and tossed away the first b (b < m) as burnin,
then I calculate the mean of the last (m − b) correlation matrices as the estimators for R.
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Appendix A Deriving Expression(4) with Bayes’ Theorem
Before starting our assumption, I highly recommend to look through the article about
Truncated normal ([1, page 20-26]), according to my assumption, we know that:




, g ∈ {1, . . . , p}








σ21 0 · · · 0





0 · · · · · · σ2d
( )
While we know that zg j | π j ∼ Categorical {−K, −K + 1, . . . , K}; π j , j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
Σ  will  depend  on  Z  Since  zg j  encodes  the  sign  and  the  expected  magnitude  of  βg j. 
Meanwhile, The sign and magnitude of βg j depends on zg j
We define Vg−1 = Ωg
P
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βg − 2βTg Ωgβ̂g})dβg
If we assume Ag = Ωg + Σ−1
 Then we have µg = Ag−1Ωgβ̂g







































For here we have recognized this is a generally form of a normal function with mean µ = µg and
variance σ2 = A−1g
P
(




































Appendix B Deriving Expression(5) with Bayes’ Theorem
Our goal is to find Expression for P
(
Wg1 | β̂g,Vg,wg2, . . . ,wgd
)























zg1 = k | β̂g,wg(−1),wg1
)
Next, I define P
(
wg1 | β̂g,wg(−1), zg1 = k
)
as (1*), and P
(














wg1 | Wg(−1), zg1 = k
)
Since β̂ is not a function with wg1. Therefore, P
(
β̂g | wg(−1), zg1 = k,wg1
)
can be regarded as
P
(
β̂g | wg(−1), zg1 = k
)
which should be a constant.
In this way, P
(




wg1 | wg(−1), zg1 = k
)
.
We know that for conditional distribution
(








. I also define
the correlation matrix as R.
Rd,d =

1 R12 · · · R1d





Rd1 Rd2 · · · 1

(8)





















Rd2 · · · 1
 (11)
We obtain that µ−1 = Σ12Σ−122 (w−1) and σ
2
−1 = Σ11 − Σ12Σ
(−1)
22 Σ21 = 1 − Σ12Σ
(−1)




wg1 | wg(−1), zg1 = k
)
∝ exp(






Therefore, we obtain that P
(


























β̂g | zg1 = k,wg(−1)
)
is what I have completed in the expression(4) and same to the prob-
ability P
(
βg | wg1, . . . ,wgd
)
, since zg1 = K will determine which bound does wg1 belongs to.
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Appendix C Processes of Estimating R for Simple Case




























, however, it’s really hard to derive this when k is large, therefore, we can begin with
a simple case.
Suppose d=2,k=1 and x11, x12 are bounds in truncated normal distribution for wg1 while
x21, x22 are bounds in truncated normal distribution for wg2, therefore, P
(










wg1 ∈ [x11, x12],wg2 ∈ [x21, x22] | ρ
)
For zg = (0, 0)
P
(
zg = (0, 0) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(x11, x21), c(x12, x22),mean = c(0, 0),R)
We can find other 8 different probabilities with same procedure.
For zg = (0, 1)
P
(
zg = (0, 1) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(x11, x22), c(x12, In f ),mean = c(0, 0),R)
For zg = (0,−1)
P
(
zg = (0,−1) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(x11,−In f ), c(x12, x21),mean = c(0, 0),R)
For zg = (1, 0)
P
(
zg = (1, 0) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(x12, x21), c(In f , x22),mean = c(0, 0),R)
For zg = (1, 1)
P
(
zg = (1, 1) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(x12, x22), c(In f , In f ),mean = c(0, 0),R)
For zg = (1,−1)
P
(
zg = (1,−1) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(x12,−In f ), c(In f , x21),mean = c(0, 0),R)




zg = (−1, 0) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(−In f , x21), c(x11, x22),mean = c(0, 0),R)
For zg = (−1, 1)
P
(
zg = (−1, 1) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(−In f , x22), c(x11, In f ),mean = c(0, 0),R)
For zg = (−1,−1)
P
(
zg = (−1,−1) | ρ
)
= sadmvn(c(−In f ,−In f ), c(x11, x21),mean = c(0, 0),R)





β̂1 | z1 = (0, 0)
)
, · · · , P
(




β̂2 | z2 = (0, 0)
)
, · · · , P
(







β̂p | zp = (0, 0)
)
, · · · , P
(




























When one of zg j = 0 in the simple case, we need to recalculate the expression for like-
lihood. For zg2 = 0, e1 is a vector which first element is 1 while others are 0 and (σ21k) is the
variance for βg1, for likelihood we have recognized this is a generally form of normal function





























The only difference between this and the former equation is that we only need to define
A1 = e1T Ωge1 + 1σ21k
and B2 = β̂Tg Ωge1 and we can easily find that the integration part is a normal
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For zg1 = 0, we only need to change e1 to e2, a vector second element is 1 while others are
0, and A and B in my last expression.
P
(

































































Where A2 = e2T Ωge2 + 1σ22k
and B2 = β̂Tg Ωge2.
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When it comes to zg , (0, 0) we are able to use expression(4) to derive their likelihood:
P
(





























































































































































































We know in simple case, π (ρ) is a vector, including 9 probabilities with 0 ≤ π (ρ) ≤ 1, and





zg = (0, 0) | ρ
)
, · · · , P
(









































































































































































































































Therefore, we need to generate some functions to get the log-likelihohd function in R, I
mainly use the instructions in ([3]).
(1) I write a function that generates L given β̂1 . . . , β̂p,V1, . . . ,Vp, σ21, σ
2
2.
(2)I write a function that computes the log-likelihood given ρ and L.
(3) I write a function that simulates data given π0 and ρ∗.
(4) I use One dimensional optimization function to test my estimators ρ.
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Appendix D Related Theories
D.1 Gibbs Sampling
Gibbs sampling or a Gibbs sampler is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm
for obtaining a sequence of observations which are approximated from a specified multivariate
probability distribution, when direct sampling is difficult. This sequence can be used to approx-
imate the joint distribution (e.g., to generate a histogram of the distribution); to approximate the
marginal distribution of one of the variables, or some subset of the variables (for example, the
unknown parameters or latent variables); or to compute an integral (such as the expected value of
one of the variables). Typically, some of the variables correspond to observations whose values
are known, and hence do not need to be sampled. Gibbs sampling, in its basic incarnation, is a
special case of the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm. The point of Gibbs sampling is that given a
multivariate distribution it is simpler to sample from a conditional distribution than to marginalize
by integrating over a joint distribution.
D.2 Truncated Normal Distribution
The truncated normal distribution is the probability distribution derived from that of a
normally distributed random variable by bounding the random variable from either below or above
(or both). The truncated normal distribution has wide applications in statistics and econometrics.
For example, it is used to model the probabilities of the binary outcomes in the probit model and
to model censored data in the to bit model.
Suppose X has a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2 and lies within the
interval (a,b) with −∞ <= a < b <= ∞. Then X conditional on a < X < b has a truncated normal
distribution. Its probability density function,f,fora¡=x¡+b,is given by:
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2) is the probability density function of the standard normal dis-
tribution and Φ(.) is its cumulative distribution function:
Φ(x) = 12
(




By definition,if b=∞,then Φ(b−µ
σ




The Wishart distribution is a generalization to multiple dimensions of the gamma distri-
bution. It is a family of probability distributions defined over symmetric, nonnegative-definite
matrix-valued random variables (“random matrices”). These distributions are of great impor-
tance in the estimation of covariance matrices in multivariate statistics. In Bayesian statistics,
the Wishart distribution is the conjugate prior of the inverse covariance-matrix of a multivariate-
normal random-vector.
Suppose G is a p by n matrix,each column of which is independently drawn from a p-
variate normal distribution with zero mean:
Gi =
(





Then the Wishart distribution is the probability distribution of the p by p random matrix.
S = GGT =
n∑
i=1
GiGTi known as the scatter matrix. One indicates that S has that probability
distribution by writing.
S ∼ Wp (V, n)
The positive integer n is the number of degrees of freedom.Sometimes this is written
w (V, p, n).For n ≥ p the matrix S is invertible with probability 1 if V is invertible.
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